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ABSTRACT
This investigation presents an approach that removes the ambiguities
usually found in the electrodynamics of moving bodies, as well as the mathe-
matical tool necessary for the development and application of a self'-
consistent theory.
An analysis of these ambiguities is made, including a brief description
t\o of the' paths followed in the past for their removal. In addition, the
li} necessi ty of a relativistic approach even for small velocities is justified.
Yo.
"' A brief review of the fundamental concepts of vector and tensor analysis
o necessary for the development is also made.
After a presentation of the postulates used, a matrix notation which
is most convenient for the four-dimensional formulation of the theory is
developed. This notation is applied to derive relativistic mechanics and
electrodynamics as a consequence of the postulates.
An investigation of the fields in materials and of the influence of
motion on their interaction is made', thus clarifying the physical meaning
of the different entities in terms of this approach.
The general equations of motion are developed and comparedwith
MinkowskiI s formulation.
The conclusion is reached that this approach eliminates the ambiguities
previously existing and that, by an experimental investigation of the
detectable differences in the strains of a body in an electranagnetic
field, it will be possible to determine the adequacy of the approach.
Thesis Supervisor: David C. White
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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CHAPrER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objective and Introductory Discussion
Electromechanical energy conversion devices rely for their operation on
the interacti on between fields and movingbOOies. FaradayI slaw is generally
sufficient for the analysis of the usual devices, which are based on electro-
magnetic induction, even though someof the physical details are not con-
sidered. (1,2) This is so because in the conventional electromechanical
energy converters only electromotive forces are of interest. However, in
trying to shed somelight on the general conditions of electromechanical
energy conversion, where a more general analysis is required, consideration
of the rigorous laws of electrodynamics of movingbodies becomesessential.
In trying to establish a general procedure for analyzing the influence
of motion on the electromagnetic fields it was soon realized that the usual
classical procedure found in the engineering literature was marred by funda-
mental ambiguities. As a result, many amusing yet instructive paradoxes may
be found, the endless discussion of which still appears in the engineering
literature. (3,4,6)
The situation seems to be better in the physics literature. Due to the
fact that the physicist works at a more fundamental level in the quest for
the laws of nature, the difficulties above mentioned appeared at an early
stage. Thus there appeared the profound possibil1 ty of defining an absolute
state of motion, which could be detected by electrodynamical means. The nega-
tion of this possibility, as given by experiment, initiated the development
of the special theory of relativity, the far-reaching conclusions of which
have been thoroughly checked. The majority of the paradoxical results of
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the electrodynamics of moving bodies then lost their significance and, even
though not treated in detail, could be dismissed as meaningless.(8) The
physicist, due to the self-consistency of the theory at a very fundamental
level, can confidently expect that a rigorous approach, based on the special
theory of relativity, will give no paradoxical results in the solution of
these problems.
Unfortunately, this assertion is true only for fields in vacuo. When
fields in materials are considered, ambiguities in the definitions of the
fields themselves are still admittedly existent, giving uncertain results
even for the case of stationary bodies.(IO) This does not trouble the physi-
cist of today greatly because of the well-known fact that matter is composed
of particles whose interaction ultimately explains its properties. For the
regions between particles, electrodynamics in vacuo is necessary and does
not involve any ambiguity. For the particles themselves, in whose interior
electrodynamics in vacuo would not apply, there is enough evidence for the
belief that other important actions have to be considered, the full under-
standing of which still lies in the future. At the present it seems futile
to expect a solution in purely electrodynamical terms, for it is known that
very important quantmn mechanical aspects play an all-important part in the
equilibrium among particles.
Yet the engineer is faced with the problem of studying electromechanical
devices in which electrodynamics of moving bodies is a necessary tool, and,
in order to conduct a really meaningful quest for the conditions of electro-
mechanical energy conversion, the existing ambiguities have to be eliminated.
With reference to the electromagnetic fields in vacuo this is possible
by the use of the special theory of relativity. But for this purpose this
theory has to be used as a tool and not as a collection of results. It is
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one of the purposes of this work to show that only a few elementary concepts
of vector and tensor analysis are necessary for the successful resolution of
this situation. In addition, by the use of partitioned matrices, it is pos-
sible to keep the usual three-dimensional entities in evidence, avoiding the
loss of the physical reasoning due to the mathematical complexities.
It is here attempted to develop the theory of the electromagnetic field
in materials from the premise that its only source is electric charge. Thus
the interaction between fields and materials is assumed to arise fram internal
charges.*
A self-consistent development results, giving the majority of accepted
conclusions and eliminating the ambiguities mentioned. A measurable differ-
ence arises J however, with respect to internal stresses in materials, and this
will allow an experimental verification of the adequacy of the above-mentioned
hypothesis.
A brief discussion of the classical approach will follow in order to
show the necessity of the relativistic approach.
1.2 Principles Used in the Classical Approach
In this section same of the principles and theories used in the past in
the analysis of the interaction between fields and moving bodies are stated
and discussed. They are not all independent, but they are generally taken
as self-consistent. It will be shown that this is not so and that in the
resulting contradictions lies the source of most of the usual paradoxes.
The theories and principles to be discussed are the following:
(a) Classical mechanics. This theory is built on the assumption
that the three-dimensional space of the variables x, y and z forms a
completely separate entity from the variable! (time).
*This is by no means the unique possibility. Professor L. J. Chu has investi-
gated recently the possibility of considering magnetic charges and currents
as additional sources of the electromagnetic field.(16)
It is then possible to treat the mathematical entities necessary
for the development of the theory as being defined in the three-dimensional
space of x, y and z, containing in addition the time t as an independent
parameter.
(b) Principle of relati vity as applied to systems in uniform
motion. This principle is used in the past results from the invariance
of the laws of classical mechanics under a Gallilean transformation,
which is
r' = r - vt
. t' = t
where r is the position vector of an event happening at time .!, and the
primes refer to a frame in uniform motion with velocity:! with respect
to the unprimed frame.
This principle will be briefly called Gallilean relativity, meaning
invariance of physical (or mechanical) laws with respect to Gallilean
transformations.
(c) Maxwell's equations. Classically all entities are here con-
sidered as three-dimensional, and four equations connecting the field
vectors to their sources result. These entities are also functions of
the independent parameter !.
(d) Transformations of vector fields.(4,11,15)
E' = E + v x B
where
B' _- B _ v x E2c
(sometimes simply B' = B)
E = electric field vector
B = magnetic induction vector
-5-
1c = = velocity of electromagnetic waves in vacuo
\~y \.#0 ~o
and the primes refer to a system moving with velocity ! with respect to
the unprimed system.
(e) Transformations of the sources of the field vectors.(18)
pf = P
j' = j - pv
where
p = charge density
j = current density.
The first of these equations results from the conservation of
electric charge, which in turn results from Maxwell's equations.
The second one is due to the experimental determination of the
equivalence between current and moving charge.
(f) Lorentz's force density.
f=pE+jxB
It is immediately apparent that, due to the transformation law of j,
this force density, and consequentlY the force, depends on the state of motion
of the reference frame, a fact which is in contradiction with classical
mechanics.
Even more fundamental in character is the inconsistency between Gallilean
transformations and the transformations of field vectors. In fact, consider-
ing a system Or with velocity!. with respect to a system 0, and a system 0"
with velocity ~ with respect to or, according to the Gallilean transformations
0" will have velocity (u + v) with respect to 0, but the field vectors will
be the following:
( v x E)E" = E t + U x B t = E + v x B + U x B-2 c
-6-
1
E" = E + (u +v) x B - "2 u x (v x E)
c
and
B" = B' - U x2E' = B - v x2E - 12 u x (E + v x B)c c c
B" = B - 12 (u + v) x E - 12 u x (v x B)c c
In order to be consistent with Gal1ilean transformations the last term
of each expression should be zero. In particular, for u = - v, that is,
making the system 0" fixed with respect to 0, the following meaningless
result is obtained:
1E = E +2 v x (v x E)
c
1B = B + "2 v x (v x B)
c
It might be argued that the inconsistencies disappear if terms of the second
order in vi c are neglected, and so, no contradictions will arise if only
terms up to the first order terms in vi c are considered. (2)
This is not true, however, of the contradiction existing between the
transformation of field vectors and the transformation of sources. In fact,
if Maxwell's equations are to satisfy the principle of Gallilean relativity,
then they should hold in two different frames 0 and 0I, where 0 I is moving
with constant velocity.! with respect to O. This will imply an error of the
first order in vi c.
Considering for simplicity a case in which the field vectors are time
invariant in both frames, then the sources in 0' can be obtained by taking
V' X B' and v' · E.E', where the primes refer to quantities and operationso
in the system 0'. But according to the Gallilean transformations as applied
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to the time invariant vectors
"It X B' = 'Q x B'
and
~' . e. E r = v. t, Eo 0
This means that the current density should be obtained from:
1jf = -'\I x Br
l-Lo
= l-v x (B - 12 v x E)
l-Lo c
= j - _l_V x (v x E) = j - €~ x (v x E)2 0
IJ.OC
The second term can be transformed by the use of the formula:
v x (v x E) = v(V • E) - E("7 • v) + (E •V-)v - (v •~)E
and since for the case of uniform velocity
and
(E • V)v = 0
with the additional fact that
(v • V)E = 0
because the field vectors were assumed to be non time varying in 0' also.
The current density is then given by
This shows that the transformation of current density is in agreement
with the transformation of field vectors. In addition, it is clear from the
derivation that the term pv is the source corresponding to the term (v x E)/c2•
It is to be concluded that the term (v x E)/c2 will be negligible if and only
if pv is negligible. That is, the c2 in the denominator is a consequence of
the choice of units, and does not mean that (v x E)/c2 is always negligible.
In other words, this term is not of the second order in vice
The charge density is obtained as follows:
....8-
p' = v. (£ E I) = eV. (E + v x B) = P + f.V • (v x B)000
The second term can be transformed by the formula
V. (v x B) = B(~ x v) - v • (~x B)
and, since
Vxv=O
there follows
tV. (v x B) = - f., ~ v • j =o 0 0 v • j2c
Consequently, the transformation of charge density consistent with-the
transformation of fields is
v • jp' = p - 2-
c
and not
p' = p
Here again, (v • j)/c2 is a first order term corresponding to the term v x B.
Again the c2 in the denominator of the charge density term is a matter of
units and does not imply that this term is, in general, negligible. Only in
the cases in which charges of the same sign are present at a given point does
this term became a second order correction, because then
j = pv
and
2
p' = pel - !...)2c
However, the existence of charges of different signs may produce situations
in which
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is very small, yet
j =2:
i
p.v.
J. J.
is large; consequently, the (v • j)/c2 term is the predominant effect.
This is particularly true in cases involving conduction in metals. At
this point it is important to notice that this difficulty can be avoided by
accepting the fact that ~ll's equations are not invariant under Gallilean
transformations, that.is, that they do not comply with Gallilean relativity.
These equations should then be applicable to a special reference frame,
and fields in other frames should be obtained by the transformation equations.
This will imply that the v x B term is directly ascribable to the state of
motion of the frame and will be in a sense a measure of its velocity with
respect to the preferred frame. In the past these considerations appear to
have led to two classical approaches differing widely in philosophy, which,
however, can be expected to lead to the same results as far as first approxi-
mations are concerned, if applied properly. These approaches are briefly
discussed in-the next section.
1.; Brief Historical Background
The two different philosophies referred to stemmed mainly from the dif-
ferences existing between the approaches of the machinery engineers and the
propagation engineers.
In electromechanical engineering the constant necessity of handling the
interplay between electric fields and. moving circuits tends to make the
intuitive picture of fields by lines of forces seem more fundamental than it
really is. This is mainly because Faraday's law of induction has to be used
generally, and this law is more than a simple consequence of ~ll' s equa-
tions for vector fields. As a result, an intuitive feeling about the existence
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of an almost material field, pictured by lines of forces, arose. It was just
a short step further to attach these field lines to the sources, and from
this it seemed quite obvious that they should share, in a rigid way, the
motion of their sources. In contraposition, the propagation engineer, having
to handle electromagnetic waves (which are strictly a consequence of Maxwell's
equations) had to have a more fundamental knowledge about the mathematical
aspects of these fields and had to understand clearly that they are defined
with respect to an observer. In addition, being familiar with these fields
propagating themselves in vacuo, he could not possibly fall into the mistake
of attaching them to the sources. On the other hand, this point of view
created the idea of a medium (the ether) for the propagation of these fields.
There followed the assumption that Maxwell's equations should be true for a
frame at rest with respect to this medium, and transformations should be
applied in going to any other frame.(5)
The propagation engineer's point of view has been closer to the physi-
cist's, and, since he seldom had to consider materials in motion, he could
consider Maxwell's equations to be true in the observer's frame. Thus he
did not need to worry about the possibility of different observers and the
consequent contradictions.
This allowed him to use the methods of the physicist without regard to
the important fact that relativity does not hold for them.
The electromechanical engineer on the contrary, by having to use
mechanics, was well aware of this difficulty and was always reluctant in
abandoning the principle of relativity. The consideration of the fields as
attached to the source led to fe,rer conceptual difficulties in this respect.(4)
It is fairly easy to make the idea of fields carried by their sources
rigorous.
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In order to do this it is sufficient to define the field vectors in the
rest frame of the source. By rest frame of the source is meant an inertial
frame in which the source is at rest at the instant under consideration.
According to this definition, the moving field point of view can be
considered as a point of view assuming the validity of Maxwell's equations
in the rest frames of the sources, and requiring the use of the transforma-
tion laws for the determination of the field vectors in the observer's frame.
Of course, superposition has to be used for the case of many sources in
different states of motion.
This clearly shows that, in the case of a source whose different points
have different velocities (case of rotation, for example), Maxwell's equations
have to be used in the rest frame of each point of the source, then trans-
formed to the observer's frame, and finally a summation has to be made in
order to obtain the field vectors in the observer's frame. It is clear that
the velocity to be used in the transformation formulas has to be the velocity
of the source element under consideration. This procedure evidently gives
results completely different from those obtained by considering the field
lines rigidly carried by the sources. It amounts to taking, for instance,
lOlVs x dB,
where v is the velocity of the element of source producing dB, instead ofs
vf x B, where vf is the velocity of the field vector imagined as rigidly
carried by the motion of the source.(5,7)
In this manner, it can be shown that both approaches lead to the same
first order results, in the majority of cases, and the predictions of the
carried field theory which are wrong (as shown eXPerimentally) can be brought
into agreement with experiment.
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In physics, both approaches had to be discarded, because of the fact
(verified experimentally) that the speed of propagation of electromagnetic
waves is independent of both the motion of the observer and of the source.
In the ether theory this velocity is independent of the velocity of the
source, but depends on the velocity of the observer, and thus can be used to
detect his motion. In the carried field theory the velocity of electro-
magnetic waves in vacuo is dePendent on the relative velocity between
observer and source. Even though this conclusion does not contradict
Gallilean relativity, it is not verified experimentally.
Experiment then pointed to the fact that ~mxwell's equations are valid
in all inertial frames, independently of their state of motion, and electro-
magnetic waves in vacuo behave as if they were waves in an ether fixed with
respect to any chosen inertial frame. This led to the discovery of the
appropriate transformations between inertial reference frames, namely Lorentz
transformations, lmder which Maxwell's equations are invariant. The main
contribution of Einstein was to show that this implied a modification of the
concepts of space and time.(8) After that Minkowski indicated the mathe-
matics appropriate for the new concepts of space and time.(8) Finally, the
modifications in the theory of mechanics necessary to satisfy the principle
of relativity utilizing Lorentz transforw~tions not only proved to be true
experimentally, but induced conceptual changes (like the equivalence of mass
and energy, for instance) which opened new paths for the explanation of many
obscure and puzzling observations of physics. (9) Today, it is beyond doubt
that Maxwell's equations are a consequence of the behavior of the space-time
continuum, the behavior of which cannot be understood in classical theory,
and that any law of physics has to comply with the requirements of this
kind of relativity, which will herein be briefly called Einstein relativity.
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1.4 Preliminary Approach
The realization that the main source of difficulty existing in the
carried field theory arose fram the misunderstanding of the transformations
required for the case of non-uniform motion, opened the possibility of resolv-
ing the internal contradictions existing in this viewpoint. Moreover, the
rigorous definition of moving fields showed that both points of view, the
moving fields and the fixed fields, are actually particular cases of a
general approach in which fields may be defined in any convenient state of
motion. It was thus expected that both approaches should agree ~~thin terms
of the first order in vie. This is in fact true, and both viev~oints predict
that the transformations of sources compatible with the field transformations
should be
j' = j - pv
pt = P - ~ 2c
In the moving field approach the new term (v • j)/c2 in the transformation
of p arises from the divergence of the electric field in the primed reference
frame. In the fixed field theory, this term can be easily shovffito result
from the equilibrium of conduction current charges wi thin a conductor in
motion through the field. For the case of convection current the situation
is not clear at all, unless the charges are considered as carried by particles,
and the fields are computed by adding the fields of the individual charges.
The fields of the charges have to be calculated by retarded potentials. The
final result is equivalent to the use of the term (v · j)/c2•
Incidentally, it is interesting to point out here that a calculation
of the field of a particle in motion, by retarded potentials, gives an indi-
cation of the space contraction due to the state of motion, which, in the
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past, was attributed to an effect of the motion through the ether. This
interpretation had to be abandoned because the experimental discovery of the
validity of the principle of relativity for electromagnetic phenomena required
the same contraction to be attributed to the relative motion, with no refer-
ence to an ether.
In order to avoid these difficulties of interpretation and, in addition,
to keep the advantages and flexibility afforded by the use of the principle
of relativity, a purely phenomenological approach along the lines of the
generalized moving field theory was tried. It might be in order to mention,
as a clarification, that many problems that require complicated integrations
of retarded fields may be easily solved by a transformation, if a convenient
frame is chosen. (11) It was soon realized that this approach led to the
necessity of abandoning the principle of conservation of charge. In addition,
ambiguities arose in trying to define the state of motion with respect to a
current, unless this definition was restricted to .conduction current, an
approach which implies the introduction of ideas extraneous to electrodynandcs.
This is certainly too much patch work at a fundamental level and requires
the abandonment of some very fundamental facts well-established by a rigorous
theory. Such a high price is not warranted by the meager advantage of obtain-
ing a self-consistent, approximate theory which does not even remove the
contradictions with mechanics. This last statement follows from the obser-
vation that force in mechanics does not depend on the state of motion of the
inertial frame used, while Lorentz force changes according to this state.
This contradiction was difficult to understand in face of the usual
statement that for small velocities Einstein relati vity is approximated by
Gallilean relativity and that, consequently, a classical approach may be
safely used. This difficulty disappeared with the realization that Gallilean
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transformations are the limit of Lorentz transformations when c tends to
infini ty but are not first order approximations in vic of the Lorentz trans-
formations. It 'Will be shownthat in the approximate Lorentz transformations
contractions are disregarded, but the interdependence between space and time
cannot be disregarded. In order to consider time independent of the state
of motion of the reference frame, it is necessary to restrict the transforma-
tions of coordinates to a sufficiently small region, while the transformations
of the different physical entities mayhave to satisfy additional restrictive
conditions. These additional restrictions are generally not met in electro-
dynamics.
The consequence of these considerations is that even in an approximate
theory time cannot be considered as a parameter but has to be a variable
differing between inertial frames. Thus, there will be no gain in intui ti ve
thinking by using an approximate theory. The concepts have to be defined in
essentially the samewayused in the rigorous theory. In addition, one has
to be continually discarding terms of the second order in vic in order to
avoid meaningless results arising from the use of an approximate theory.
The final conclusions reached by this preliminary investigation are
the following:
(a) space and time concepts have to be in agreement with Einstein' s
relativity even for an approximate theory of electrodynamics of
movingmedia;
(b) all other physical entities, being defined in this kind of space-
time, have to be understood according to this newway of thinking;
(c) no advantage exists in an approximate approach.
The necessary method of approach is then bound to use Einstein r s
relativity as a tool and not as a collection of results. This can be
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accomplished easily with the help of a few concepts of tensor analysis which
lead to the four-dimensional formulation of the laws of physics. Unfortunately,
the conciseness of thought and notation afforded by the four-dimensional
formulation is gained at the high price of loss of clarity in physical think-
ing, due to the loss of track of the role of the three-dimensional entities
which are ultimately to be used. This disadvantage ~~y be overcame by the
use of partitioned matrices which can always keep clear the composition of
the four-dimensional entities. The next section will show how these ideas
can be used.
. (12 13 14)1.5 Vectors, Tensors and Matr~ces ' ,
As already mentioned, the essential novelty in Einstein's relativity is
the fact that time has to be considered as a fourth variable. Thus, associ-
ated with every inertial frame of reference there is a particular time which
changes when transformations are made to another inertial frame. In addition,
the three-dimensional space of the variables x, y and z also changes when
changing to an inertial frame in a different state of uniform motion. Con-
seque ntly, all the physical entities have to be considered as defined in the
four-dimensional space of x, y, z and t.
The principle of relativity requires that the laws of physics should be
independent of the particular frame of reference in which the physical entities
are defined. In other words these laws should be laws among the four-
dimensional entities and not simply among particular coordinates of these
entities.
The apparent difficulty in establishing these laws and operating 'nth
them arises from the lack of geometrical intuition with reference to spaces
of dimension larger than three. The situation is analogous to having to
operate with the coordinates x, y and z 'nthout having any geometrical
-17-
intuition about three-dimensional space.
Vector analysis is a construct specially designed to benefit from this
geometrical intuition. For instance, once three functions are recognized as
coordinates of a vector all of the deductions can be made directly in terms
of the vector, making all of the consequences independent of reference frames.
This not only affords an advantage in conciseness of notation and thought by
uniting three entities into one, but also allows the corresponding three
laws in any convenient reference frame to be obtained at once when necessary.
From a practical standpoint} this last observation is the most important.
Since all calculations must ultimately be made with the coordinates, a
knowledge of their value in every possible frame gives all the necessary
information. This knowledge is furnished by giving the coordinates in one
particular reference frame and the law of transformation to any other frame.
This last procedure is obviously independent of any geometrical intuition
and can be used for the complete characterization of the necessar,y entities.
Obviously, this is the procedure to be used in spaces of more than three
dimensions.
A brief account of the important considerations and definitions of this
procedure as applied to three-dimensional space will now be given in prepara-
tion for the developnent of the method and notation to be used in this
investigation.
Scalar - A scalar is an entity characterized by its value at every point
of space. Since a point is given by its three coordinates in a given refer-
ence frame} a scalar is analytically represented by a function of the three
coordinates of the point in the given frame. Its independence of the refer-
ence frame chosen implies that a change of reference frame simply induces a
substitution of variables in the function characterizing the scalar.
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The transformation of reference frame is generally given by the trans-
formation of coordinates of the points of space as follows:
x = x(x', y', z'}
y = y(x' , y', z')
z = z(x', y', z')
and the substitution gives for the scalar
cp(x,y,z) = cp[x(x',y',z'), y(x',y',z'), z(z',y',z')] =+(x',y',z')
Vector - A vector is an entity typified by a directed segment. It is
given in a reference frame by its three coordinates. In other words, it is
given by an ordered set of three functions of x, Y and. z. When a change in
reference frames is made, the three functions have to undergo a transforma-
tion equal to the transformation of the coordinates of a directed segment in
addition to the substitution of variables.
From now on, for simplicity, the development will be restricted to
linear orthogonal transformations, which will be sufficient for this investi-
gation. Linear transformations are conveniently handled by the use of
matrices. An orthogonal transformation will be given by
r' = r + Rro
where
and R is a 3 x 3 matrix of constants such that
where the index t indicates transposition and 13 is the 3 x 3 unit matrix.
From this last relation there follows
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2(det R) = 1
or
det R = + 1
The positive sign refers to rotations which transform right handed systems
into themselves and left handed systems also into themselves. The negative
sign indicates transformation from a right handed system to a left handed
system or vice versa, as can easily be seen by noticing that such a trans-
formation can be represented by
- I P3
where P is a rotation.
A segment transforms like the differential of the position vector
drt = Rdr
There follows that a vector is characterized by the transformation
vr = Rv
where VI and v are the 3 x 1 matrices of the coordinates of the vector.
Tensor - In this work only tensors of the second order under orthogonal
transformations will be necessary. With this restriction a tensor may be
defined as an entity that linearly transforms a vector into another vector.
This definition shows that a tensor is independent of the reference frame
in which it is represented by a 3 x 3 matrix T, such that
u = Tv
where u and v are 3 x 1 matrices representing vectors. The law of transforma-
tion of a tensor is obtained as follows:
Sinceu and v are vectors
u = Tv
may be written
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R ul = TR VI
t t
from which
showing that
u' = RTR VIt
which is the required law.
Important particular tensors are the symmetric tensors, characterized
by
and the antisymmetric tensors, characterized by
These properties are independent of the reference frame used, as shown by
the fact that from
there follows
Scalars and tensors can be constructed by operations with vectors. In
fact the dot product of two vectors is a scaler, as is shown by the follow-
ing deduction
In this deduction the practice, freely followed from now on, of not making
any distinction between entities and their representing matrices was employed.
Conversely, if u • v is a scalar for an arbitrary vector v, then u is
a vector. In fact, from
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there follows, due to the arbitrariness of v
ut = UtR
from which
u' = Ru
The product uVt is a tensor, as follows from
u'vt = R(UVt)Rt
Pseudo-scalar - There are important entities called pseudo-scalars which
are characterized by their value at a point, and do not change under a rota-
tion transformation. They behave differently though under more general
transformations. Even the transformations between right handed and left
handed frames can detect this difference. One example of a pseudo-scalar is
the volume of the parallelepiped constructed with 3 vectors. It is given by
V = det [abe]
where ~' £ and £ are 3 x 1 ~strices representing vectors.
There follows
VI = det r R[abc]3 = (det R)(det [abc])
That is
VI = (det R)V
in proof of what was said.
Pseudo-vectors or axial vectors - A pseudo-vector or axial vector is a
set of three functions that transfonns like a vector under rotation trans-
formations but involves an additional change in sign of all of the components
in changing between left handed and right handed systems.
A characteristic example of pseudo-vectors is the cross product of two
vectors. In fact, the volume previously considered can be written
V = a • B = atB
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where
B = b x c
There follows
The matrix at can be expressed in terms of at. In fact, from
a' = Ra
there follows
and so
giving the transformation formula for an axial vector
B' = (det R)RB
An antisymmetric tensor has only three independent components, as can be
seen by writing its matrix representation explicitly
The result of its application to an arbitrary vector £ may be obtained by a
cross product of this arbitrary vector with an axial vector having the three
independent components of the given tensor.
In fact
0 a
3 -a bl b2a3 - b3a2 bl al2
c = Ab = -a 0 al b2 = b3a1 - bla3 = b2 x a23a2 -a 0 b3 bla2 - b2al b3 a31
The last 3 x 1 matrix is the representation of what is called the complement
of A, and will be represented by
-2;3-
c [a~
A = :~J
c
Its definition may be written using the components of A and A as
where ijk is an even permutation of the numbers 123.
So with this definition, the relation
c = Ab
may be written
c
c=bxA
c
That A is an axial vector follows from the fact that c and b are vectors.
Pseudo-tensors may be defined in the same way, but they will not be
necessary in this work.
All the considerations and definitions made can be extended with no
change whatsoever to ~ dimensional complex spaces, except for those relative
to complements. The extension to four dimensions provides the necessary
mathematical tool for the development that will follow. It will also be
convenient to extend the definition of complement to four-dimensional anti-
symmetric tensors in the following way
where ijk..t is an even Permutation of the numbers 1234.
c
Also, A will be antisymmetric, as the explicit expressions below
indicate.
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0 a12 a13 a14
A= -a12 0 a23 a24
-a13 -a23 0 a34
-a14 -a24 -a34 0
0 a34 -a24 a23c 0A= -a34 a14 -a13
a24 -a14 0 a12
-a23 a13 -al2 0
The material briefly reviewed in this section is sufficient for the
development of the rigorous approach to be discussed in the main part of
this investigation.
Some additional comments pertinent to the four-dimensional formulation
will be made at the proper places.
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CHAPI'ER II
FUNDAMENTALPOSTULATES AND RELATIVISTIC THEORY
2.1 Fundamental Postulates
The point of view taken in this investigation is that electromagnetic
fields describe the interaction of electric charges, and so if materials
interact with electromagnetic fields,they- should be considered as aggregates
of charges. It is possible, in this way, to remove all ambiguities in the
theory.
It will be seen that a possibility, of an experimental verification of
the theory exists, since it does not give the usual stresses in magnetized
and polarized materials.
The entire mathematical theory rests on five postulates which will be
stated and commented on here. The first four postulates refer to the so-
called fields in vacuo. According to the fifth postulate adopted in thi s
investigation, materials are considered simply as aggregates of charges and,
therefore, fields in materials are simply fields in regions where charge and
current densities are different from zero. Consequently, the usual dis-
tinction between the case of vacuum and the case of materials loses its
significance.
Postulate 1 - Lorentz law of force on a charged particle
c
-F= q(E + v x B)
where
q = charge upon which force acts
E = electric field vector due to all other charges
c
B = magnetic field vector due to all other charges
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v = velocity of charged particle with respect to the
observer's reference frame
This is a well-established experimental law and can be used for the
definition of the electric and magnetic field vectors produced by all other
charges 'When the charge on.which the force ~ acts does not perturb the dis-
tribution of the other charges. The magnetic field axial-vector was indicated
c
as ~ because it is preferable, in this work, to consider the magnetic field
c
as 'an antisynnnetric tensor B whose complement is B. Then the Lorentz force
will be written
r= q(E + BV).
from which the tensor character of B immediately follows.
Postulate 2 - A field point of view is allowed. This is the assumption
made in a macroscopic theory, where attention is not focused on the large
oscillations of the quanti ties which arise on a microscopic scale. This
procedure is equivalent to a smooth extrapolation of the laws verified at a
macroscopic scale to zero dimension. The results are only applicable to a
macroscopic level. This allows for considerable simplification; however,
the discontinuities that arise in the application of this point of view have
to be handled by a well-known limiting procedure.
Accordingly, a force per unit volume may be defined and written
f = p(E + Bv)
where-.e is the charge density at the given point. It is now unnecessary to
consider ~ and ~ as fields due to the other charges, but as simply the fields
of the charge distribution, because the perturbation due to a finite ~ at a
given point is an infinitesimal. Surface charges are handled by a well-
known limiting procedure. Introducing the definition
j = pv
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for current density) the .force density may be written
f = Bj + pE
Postulate 3 - MaxWell's equations in vacuo. With the appropriate
boundary conditions these equations determine the field vectors by giving
their curls and divergences.
c
~v+~= 0
c o(c E)B
j 0",¥x-= + atJ.1o
cV. B = 0
where
0
dX
V
d= dY
0
dZ
They may be rewritten as
1 (BV- 1 (]E) j"2 =lJ.o dtc
1
--2 'VtE = p
IJ. c
0
'\1 x E
c
dB
= - dt
where the product of a function by a differential operator indicates differ-
entiation irrespective Gf the order in which they are written. This conven-
tion is used in order to keep the matrix products convention.
Postulate 4 - Principle of relativity. This principle may be considered
as a consequence of the definition of motion. It may be conveniently inter-
preted as allowing any reference frame to be considered at rest) motion being
referred to it. This work will be restricted to considerations of inertial
frames.
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Postulate 5 - The interaction between materials and electromagnetic
fields is due to internal charges. This postulate will be discussed in the
chapter dedicated to materials.
The adoption of postulates 1to 4 implies the use of Lorentz transforma-
tions when changing from one inertial frame to another in motion with respect
to it. This will be shown in the following section.
2.2 Lorentz Transformations(9,10,11)
From postulate 3 it follows that electromagnetic waves travel with
velocity c = lf1t ~ in vacuo with respect to the observer. From postulatev 0 0
4 it follows that this should be true in all inertial frames, or elqe there
would be a criterion for distinguishing between them. This can be restated
in the following way. Calling rand r' the position vectors in the inertial
system 0 and 0', if propagation of electromagnetic ymves is described by
dr2 - c2dt2 = 0 in the inertial system 0, then it will be described by
dr,2 - c2dt,2 = 0 in the inertial system 0'. That is, considering the
variables ict and ict' instead of t and t', where i = ~, it can be said
that ds = 0 in 0 implies ds' = 0 in 0', where
and
On the other hand, if a particle is described as being in rectilinear
uniform motion in 0, i.e., by a linear relation between x, y, z, and ict,
then postulate 4 implies the same type of description in 0', i.e., a linear
relation between x', y', z' and ict'.
This means that the law of transformation must be a linear one, i.e"
ds' = a + bds
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where a and b are constants. But the previous argument gives a = 0, so
ds' = bds
Since a space rotation of the reference frames does not change (dr)2
and dt, then it does not change ds. This shows that E. is independent of the
direction of the relative velocity! of 01 with respect to O. But since 01
can describe 0 as being in motion with velocity - v it follows that
ds = bds'
and so
from which
b = + 1
By continuity arguments it is concluded that b has to be either + 1 or - 1,
and this latter possibility has to be discarded because it does not include
the identity transformation. Consequently, the transformations between any
two inertial frames 0 and 01 have to be such that
ds' = ds
These are orthogonal transformations in the four-dimensional space of
x, y, z and ict. In fact, calling ~ the 4 x 4 matrix of a linear transforma-
tion, one can write
[
dr Il _L [ dr]
iCdtj icdt
from which
ds,2 = [dr't icdt I] [dr'] = [drticdt'
icdt]LtL [ dr J
icdt
On the other hand
2ds = [drt icdt) r drJ
Licdt
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and so
icdt] rdrl~CdtJ[drt icdt]LtL L drJ = [drticdt
It is immediately seen that
LtL = I4
(where 14is the 4 x 4 unit matrix) is a sufficient condition. That the
condition is also necessary follows from the fact that G~~Jis an arbitrary
four-dimensional vector. In fact, making it such that all components are
thzero except the k component, which is 1, it follows that
which means that the diagonal elements of LtL are equal to 1. 1-1akingthe
th thk and the ~ element of the arbitrary vector equal to 1 and the others
equal to zero, there follows
but since
there follows
that is
and so
These transformations are the Lorentz transformations. They include
rotations in the three-dimensional space of x, y, z. In fact
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The physical meaning for the case in which time is transformed can be
obtained by considering the following simple case in which only one space
variable is transformed
dx' dx ax
12 0dy' dy dy
= =dz' ~eJ dz l(dz + icadt)0icdt' icdt li'( -adz + icdt)
where
10=---
V 1 + a2
in order to make the above transformation orthogonal. Considering any point
at rest with respect to Or, there follows
dx' ax
dy' = 0 = dy
dz' ~(dz + icadt)
which means that the point is moving along the! direction with velocity v
= - ica with respect to O. Or, in other words, the 0' system is moving with
veloci ty .! with respect to O. Then
ia=-v c
and
0= 1
VI - :~
It is now easy to relinquish the restriction of motion along the'z direction.
Thus
dr'.L
dr,'.
icdt'
=
o
o
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dr..L
icdt
dr
-L
¥(drll + ~ vicdt)
¥( - ! vdr + icdt)c II
drJ-
= r(drll + ~ vicdt)
ic ¥(dt _ v • dr)
2c
where the indexes.L and II refer to componentsPerpendicular and parallel to
v. Or, considering the vectors E and E'
rdr'l = [dr....~ Ydr"+ ~ rviCdJ = rr +
~cdtj - ~ Yvtdr + Yicdt
and so
(¥- 1) (-.!... • dr) ~ + ! rviCdJ'vi lvl c
- ~ rVtdr + Yicdt
dr' ( r - 1 ) !~v dr13+ --2- vvt cv=
iicdt' - -~v icdtc t
This gives the Lorentz transformation matrix
(13 +
r - 1VVt) !rv2 cv
L(v) =
- !. rvc t
from which
(13 +
Y - 1 vvt) - ! fv2 cv
Lt{v) = = L(- v)
.!. l'v fc t
Since
~dr'J ~drJ= L(v)icdt' icdt
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there follows
hdrJ [dr
1
] [dr
1 J= L (v) = L(- v)
icdt tiedt' icdt'
This shows that if 0 sees 0' with velocity!, then 0' sees 0 with velocity
- 'X., as it should. This may be taken as an indication of the fact that if
0' were brought to rest with respect to 0 the corresponding axes would be
parallel even though they are not so while in motion (in fact the system 0'
is not even orthogonal as seen by 0). This is so because the above trans-
formation was obtained from the case in which the velocity was along one of
the axes and the axes were all parallel then.
For the case of the axes of 0' being rotated with respect to 0 by a
rotation matrix R, if brought to rest, the pertinent Lorentz transformation
is
R 0
Lt =
o 1
t - I i ¥- I !¥Rv13 + --2- vvt -lv R+ 2 R:Vtc cv v
=
- ! ~v '( - !tv )'c t c t
The transformation from O' to 0 will be
L' =t
iv
- - 0 vc
Or, letting
u = - Rv
from which
and
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there follows
L' -t -
- !rUc t
!.¥'R uc t
which shows that 0' sees 0 with velocity u = - Rv and rotated by the inverse
rotation Rt•
From these considerations the general Lorentz transformation among
coordinates results
rl R+ 0- 1 !.'tRvr 2 RVVt r0 c
+ v=
ict' ict - !rv r ict
0 c t
2.3 Approximate Lorentz Transformation
The approximate Lorentz transformation, appropriate for small velocities,
is obtained by making 0 = 1
I3
i-vc
L =a i- - v 1c t
which is not the Gallilean transformation. The Gallilean transformation may
be obtained by letting .£ tend to inf'inity, giving
L = fr3 ~ VJ
00 ~ 1
1It should be mentioned that - v has to be kept because it multiplies icdt.c
The reason why a Gallilean transformation can be used in most cases can be
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better understood by considering the transformation in the form
drl = drJ.
dt' = t(dt _ v .2dr)
c
which, for small v can be written
dr' = dr - vdt
dt' dt _ v • dr= 2
c
The last term in the last equation can be neglected only for sufficiently
small dr, giving the Gallilean transformation. This same approximation is
generally valid in mechanics.
In electrodYnamics, as will be shown, some of the entities do not allow
this additional simplification, and Gallilean transformations cannot be used
even for small velocities.
2.4 Four-dimensional Formulation
Postulate 4 implies that all inertial frames are equivalent as far as
description of the laws of nature is concerned. So, all physical laws
should take the same form in them. This can also be stated as saying that
the laws of nature should be form invariant under Lorentz transformations.
Classical mechanics is form invariant under Gallilean transformations
and, thus, does not comply with Einstein's relativity which follows from
the stated postulates, since they imply Lorentz transformations. It is not
difficult to check if a law is invariant under Lorentz transformations, but
to modify a law which is not, in such away as to make it so, is a hopeless
task. A more fundamenta.l approach is necessary.
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The fundamenta.l difficulty in building a.law according to Einstein 's
relativity arises from the fact that Lorentz transformations create a tie
between space and time in such a way that they are no longer independent.
The result is that time becomes e. variable instead of a parameter, as formerly.
The use of the variable ict makes Lorentz transformations formally equal to
orthogonal transformations in the space of x, y, z and ict. This allows a
generalization of an analogous situation existing in three-dimensional space.
In fact, in three-dimensional space it is possible to reason directly with
space entities independently of their components in a given reference frame.
The laws established among these space entities are obviously true for all
orthogonal frames. In other words, the laws among the components in any
reference frame are invariant under orthogonal transformati ons. The natural
extension of this procedure is to define all physical entities in the four-
dimensional space of x, y, z and ict, and establish all laws directly for
these entities.
No direct intui tive way of reasoning is possible in this four-dimensional
sp~ce, but by use of the general way of definition and transformation already
shown it is possible to reason directly with the formal representation of
these entities. By the use of partitioned matrices it is possible to keep
the three-dimensional entities clearly in evidence and thus follow the
physical reasoning through every mathematical derivation.
The entities necessary in this work will be scalars, vectors and tensors
in four-dimensional space. The character of the component three-dimensional
entities can easily be obtained by performing a three-dimensional space
transformation.
Nothing has to be said about scalars, except perhaps that they are not,
in general, the same scalars of three-dimensional space.
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fu~.,~..p. R,ol{ul
LaJ Lo ~LeJ
from ~wbicb
ut"='.Ru
al',:=-a
This :shows.;.that'''~is a:' three-dimens1onal'.vectori (:whichmaybe called: the'
space: component) a.nd'~ is' a'three;"dimensional scalar {which 'may,be called
i;lie.1?~me'-canponem.t)~
Consider'now.the'foUJ:!-dimensional,tensor
[:t ':]
where ~'is' a3 x) 'matrix' '(which mB.y be called the space-space part), 1! a'
3;!~'1' ~trix' (which may be cB.1led'the space-time part) , d is a ., x 1 matrix
(time-spac~ "part) 'aml ~a lx 'ima-trix"(time'-ti~ .pa~t). PerfoIm1~ a' three-
~imension8itransfb~ti~n
,The>space-space part i~ transformed according to
.'...'. '-"', -'., .....•. ,J; .: ,.-.: ... : .. .' .\...- ..
AI = RAR.. '. t
showing''that the space-spacepart~ is a three-dimensional" tensor. Also
B':' =.RB . and
showingthat,the space-time and time-space parts are three-dimensional vectors
Finally
'Dt"~'D"
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showing that the time-time part is a three-dimensional scalar.
According to this formulation, all entities defined in three-dimensional
space are simply components of the four-dimensional entities. They have an
invariant meaning as long as transformations between fixed frames are con-
sidered; however, they do not have an invariant meaning when transformations
between moving frames are considered. So, they have to obey laws which result
from the four-dimensional laws in order to comply with the initial postulates.
This is easy to accomplish, by simply generalizing the procedure of defini-
tion used for three-dimensional entities, as will be shown in the next section.
2.5 Relativistic Mechanics and Maxwell's EQuations(9,lO,11)
Lorentz transformations, being a consequence of the first four postulates
adopted here, imply that relativistic mechanics should be used in this inves-
tigation. Since Einstein's relativity arose from the interplay of Maxwell's
equations with the principle of relativity, it is to be expected that rela-
tivistic mechanics and electrodynamics are closely related. Consequently,
it is proper to develop relativistic mechanics and the four-dimensional
formulation of electrodynamics simultaneously. This will also be a good
opportunity for showing the ease and clarity afforded by the matrix notation
adopted in thi s work.
In order to see what path has to be followed in the development of the
four-dimensional formulation of mechanics, it is convenient to consider the
way in which the character of the necessary entities was ascertained in
classical mechanics.
starting with the position vector
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and recognizing that time t is an invariant in classical mechanics, the
vector character of the velocity follows from its definition
dx
dt
dr ~dt = v = dt
dz
dt
From the assumption that mass is an invariant, there follows the vector
character of momentum
G = mv
The fundamental law of mechanics
d(mv) dG
:T'= dt = dt
is proof of the vector character of force. In the mechanics of deformable
bodies, a stress tensor is defined in order to obtain the force ! per unit
area transmitted through an area of normal unit vector n
f = Tn
The tensor character of T results from this definition and the vector
character of f and n. With these entities and others defined from them, the
whole mechanics can be develoPed.
Following the same path for relativistic mechanics, the starting point
is the position vector in four-dimensional space
R = ~:J
A difficulty immediately arises here. Time.!, being a. variable, destroys
the vector character of R by differentiation. The best solution is to define
a parameter (invariant) closely connected to time. This is done in the
following way: The differential of R is a four-dimensional vector
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[
dr JdR=
icdt
Its magnitude is a scalar
Thus, the following scalar may be defined
or, finally
which shows that t'is a scalar (invariant) closely connected to time. Its
physical interpretation can be obtained as follows. A particle in motion is
represented in four-dimensional space by the line described by the tip of
the position vector E. In a reference frame in which the particle is at
rest at a given instant (which is called the rest frame of the particle)
the previous relation gives
dL: dt o
where t is the time measured in the rest frame. This is true because theo
veloci ty of the particle is v = 0, and thus '(= 1. Therefore,!: is theo
time measured in the successive.rest frames of the particle in motion, or
briefly, the time measured in follovnng the particle.
Differentiation with respect to proper time, as r is called, will not
destroy the character of the entities because ~is a scalar by its very
definition. On the other hand, since
d d dt ~d
dt'"= dt de'= dt
this differentiation will give four-dimensional entities whose components
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will be closely related to the three-dimensional entities obtained by
differentiation with respect to time. In this way
'tdr l5v
dR
dt
d't'= =. f dt icYJ.c dt
which is called the four-dimensional velocity. This name is likely to be
misleading. It is to be understood that the four-dimensional entities are
built with three-dimensional entities) but are not a mere generalization of
them. Their usefulness arises from the fact that from the laws established
between them three-dimensional laws are deduced. It will be seen later that
other entities are built with components of different three-dimensional
character) and combine two three-dimensional laws into a single law. In
this connection) it is worth mentioning that the use of partitioned matrices
is a great help in keeping the role of the three-dimensional entities clearly
in evidence.
It is useful to notice that the four-dimensional velocity has constant
magnitude.
A four-dimensional vector having force as one of its components has to
be built now) in order to pursue the development. This ,viII be done through
the use of the initial postulates, while establishing the four-dimensional
form of Maxwell's equations.
One of the consequences of Maxwell's equations is the invariance of
charge. In fact
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which may be rewritten
*t +\7. j = 0
This is the so-called equation of continuity, which implies conservation of
charge. In fact, for the case of j = pv, there follows
• v
dp
+ p"V • v = dt + P'l • v = 0
where dp/dt is the derivative following a volume element of charge. The
term V · v can be transformed by use of Gauss 1 s theorem. Thus, considering
a volume V changing in time, having a bounding surface S
dV =1vdt • ndS = c1t v • odS = dtl (v. v)dV
or
For an element of volume ~V
d(6V) = (V. V)dVdt
which substituted in the equation of continuity above gives, after mUltipli-
cation by Jv
dp ( d(~V) d (dt oV + P dt = dt (pOV) = 0
This shows that an element of charge is conserved in its motion, or in
other words, is independent of its velocity. In conclusion
pbv = invariant = i <1 <S V)
On the other hand, the element of four-dirnensional volume is also invariant,
so
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icdt6v = ic~dr~V = invariant
and, since d~ is invariant,
'( e5v = invariant
Thus, the conclusion
invariant
The result of the multiplication of the four-dimensional velocity, by this
invariant is therefore a four-dimensional vector.
£ r~vl= r~VJ = ~ j J :: four-dimensional vector
r ~c~ LlCP LiCP
This is the so-called four-dimensional current density. The name here may
be even more misleading than in the case of the four-dimensional velocity,
since this four-dimensional vector is composed of two physically meaningful
three-dimensional enti ties. This is clearly sho"m in the matrix notation
used, which in addition always keeps the positions of the components, and
thus shows their role and three-dimensional significance.
It is an easy matter now to establish the four-dimensional electro-
magnetic field tensor. In order to achieve this it is only necessary to
conveniently rewrite the pair of ~EXwell's equations containing current
density and charge density, using ict instead of t
1 (BV_ .!.
1-1
0
c
(~ E) = icpc
which may be combined to form four-dimensional entities
B ~E V jc
1 =
1-10 !E 0 CJ4 icpc t
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where 04= o!o(ict), and. the index! indicates transposition.
The.operator 0 = [~4J.transforms like a vector, as can be seen by the
fact that whenapplied toa'scalar+ it produces a vector
0'1' = vector
This vector character follows,fran
d'" =. (0+) • dR = scalar
This in turn implies that in the four-dimensional Maxwell's equation written
above the field entity whenapplied to the [] vector produces the four-
dimensional current."densi ty vector
Therefore
-1--Ec
o
is a four-dimensional tensor, the electromagnetic field tensor, which is
~,..
seen .to"be antisyimnetric. i:.Theprevious Maxwellequation may therefore be
written as
1- FCI= J
f.1o
The other pair of equations becane
c
c "oB
EV+ ic ~(ict) = 0
and
c
. (Where~ is the antisymmetric pseudo tensor whose complementis !) or, in
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matrix notation
c c
E icB V'
::: 0
C
- icB 0 °4t
iwhich on multiplication by - - becomesc
i c c
- - E B -Vc
= 0
c
- B 0 °4t
or
c
FO::: 0
c
where F is the four-dimensional complement of F.
It is now possible to see the four-dimensional character of force
density by the use of the formula
f = Bj + Ep
which in four-dimensional notation is
where p = E • j is the power density. This is the four-dimensional force
density, which is a vector baving force density for the space component and
power density for the time component.
Integration of the four-dimensional force density vector over a given
region of space-time gives a four-dimensional vector which will be shown to
be built from the increments of momentum and energy. In fact, this integral
when divided by ic can be written
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where ~is the-force acting on the three-dimensional volume over which
integration was performed and P is the power fed into that same volume.
Defining the increment ~~ manentumI:Jj as the integral of force over the time
t
2
- tl, andcall1ng ~,the increment. of energy of the volume during the
same time
This shows that
~
G ..J. =, four-dimensional vector
!W. '
c
The classical equation ~ = mv now has t.o be generalized in such a way
that ~our,-dimensional vectors are equated and the space canponents go over
into the classical equation for sJmUl velocities which is known to be true.
The most natural generalization'is
where m is the mass measured in the, rest system of the 'body being considered
o
(ana. thus is- an invariant) giving,.. therefore, an equation between two four-
. ,", ."
dimensional vectors. It is possible' to retafn the classic8.l form by defining
.~.
mass in gener8J. as being
m'~:ni '(
o
and so
The,timecamponents ...give. tllewell-known ,result
2,
W = mc
meaDingthat mass'is a'measure of energy content.
Differentiation of the aboVe'eq~tionWitb respect to' proper'time'gives
the follOwing four-dimensional vector equation
!~pc .
=
'6 d(mv)
, dt
1.c~:
classical equation
which shows that the def'in1tion of' mass adopted (m= motti,allows the
f
'L'_ d(mv)
V - dt
to be rigorously' correct for anyi'nerti8J. reference trame'. The'above tour-
dimensionEil'equation ~an also be 'writte~ in the following 'waY
and,
ConseqUently',
or, in a different notation,
2 dmo 2 2 2 2dmoy (p ~ 3f'. v) = erE r (c - v ) = c d 'C
For purely mechanical systems in whichP = ~. v this' equation gives
dm dmo ., 0
d~ = ~ = 0
" 0
shoWingthat the rest mass,,1s~conserved..in', the test system. In this case
the four-dimensional'force'lsperpendicular to' the:four-dimensional veiocity~
Whenthe' above statement'is not true,' there is a non-mechanicalpower
Q = P ~ tr. v, and the rest mass"is. not constant. In fact
or:
which in the'rest system gives
showingthat the increase ill rest mass is due to the non-mechanicalpower.
The'non-mechanicalpowerin any systemwill be related to the non-mechanical
,p~r in the rest syste~by
2.6 Transformation Laws
It is useful to see the transformation laws of sane of the more important
entities developed up:to now.,
The transfor1ll8.tion laws of vectors are typified by the'law of trans-
formation .of e.t\. increment, of position vector. The most intuitive formulation
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is in terms of canponents parallel and perpendicular to the ,relative velocity,
i.e.
dr' ='l"(dr -'~udt)U ,II
dt' ;:,¥(dt _ u .~dr),
c
...~.
where .:!! is the velocity of 0' as meas~ed in o.
For small velocities the following ~pproximations result
dr' = dr - ,udt
, ' ,u..~.dr
dt'=.dt -: 2
c
The usual values of -~ considered are such that the last equation may again
be approximated by
dt' = dt
In-the case of the velocity, the transformation'is obtained in the
following WB\Y
where
y'" = 1
v' 'n- ,21- !.-, ,2" c
, "1 .', ,,,,.'~=---
v '11,~"_v:,.;
.' ',. c
t '
v
V. = v- V.l.
..L 0v'
In addition
y 1V. = ~(l VI'I -Ur )y II v'.v
where
~= 1
"'U".'U2. 1- 2" .:. .' C
and, thus
The time 'component 'gives
u.Yy
v V(Y, u. v,)
• 0. . = 0 (JJ"1.-.~ ., 2"')v', yV" @'"
fran ~ch
y ~~' u.v
0, • = ,.(1 0 (1 -. 2) .,v v c
Fin:ally the transformation formulas are obtained
R...u2.,.1- -2,I . C ,v = . v.l
.1.. U • v
1 - 2
c
and
VII - u
v' =~~--
" l' u ....v- 2c
For s~ veloci ties ~
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v - uv' = -----
1_u • v
2c
Only for ~ and !much smaller than c can the following approximation be
used.
V' = v - u
For current and charge densities the following is obtained
j I = ~(Jo - pu)
" II
which is approximated by
j I = j - pu
p' u . j= p - 2c
Further approxima tions are allowed only in certain kinds of problems. For
the case of charges of the same sign, then
j = pv
and
which can be approximated by
p' = p
when u and v are much smaller than c.
This approximation can then be used every time a strong predominance
of charges of one sign exists at a point. On the contrary, when charges of
opposite signs almost balance each other at a given point (as in conduction
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problems) the term (u • j)/c2 cannot be neglected. In these cases, the first
equation can generally be approximated by
j' = j
that is, pu may be neglected for small u. As was discussed in the intro-
duction, this corresponds to neglecting u x B in the first.case, and
(u x E}/c2 in the second case, in the field vectors.
In the case of force, the following transformation is obtained
giving
tv
;,-' - - ~
J. - ~v' J..
or, explicitly,
Vl - u~
_':1'"1 c
v'.L = U • v
1 - 2
c
For the component parallel to u
ut p
'( -7' = '6(t $ __v )
VI" v.. 2c
from which
1'6
~', = ~ (-i;, - ~)
VI C
or, explicitly,
~: =
q;.; Pu
l;1'" - 2
c
u • V1- --2-
c
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These two transformation formulas for the force have a behavior similar
to the transformation formulas of velocity because the force is not a cam-
ponent of four-dimensional force per se but becomes one only after multipli-
cation by a 0 factor. In addition the characteristic behavior of time in
Einstein's relativity introduces the novel feature of power being a part of
the transformed force, and this is still true for the approximate formulas
unless power is small enough to make PU/ c2 negligible. For the power
u • "6 $
2 v )
c
giving
'6''0
pi _ -2 (p - u .~)
- (ivr
or, explicitly,
p' = p - $. u
I _u • v
2c
The only novel feature here is the denominator, which is mainly a con-
traction effect and is negligible for small relative velocities. The follow-
ing approximations result
and P is usually such that pu/c2 can be neglected, yielding
;t" = r
and
p' = p - $. u
For the force density the transformation is
and
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and.:t.also
n' ,." n. f. u--=.0( .... _.. )'.222c c c
or
p' = 1(p - f • u)
Here again .the tie between space and time makesforce density borrow
fran powerdensity in its,' .transformation","in'addition to the contraction
:effects which are negligible for small relative velocities. For small
: ''0 ~ -. , <
;velocities
.' pu,
f' = f, - "2)
c
which can usuaJ.1ybe apprOximatedby
f' = f
p' =1> - f '.',u
The transformations'for the field vectors can be obtained fran the
transformation for the field tensor
0 B' -B' _!.E'3 . 2 c 1
~B' 0 B'- .i E'3 1 - C 1- - - - - -- ......... - _ .... ----- =
B' -B' 0 -!E'2 1 c 3
f
i E' ! E'
t
!E', 0c 1 c 2 c 3
I
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1"" 0 0 0 0 B, t -B - !.EI 2 c 1l-
Io 1 I 0 0 -B 0 , B1 - !.E___ ~~l __ 3 , c 2- --- -- - - - - - -- -1- -- - --- .... - -
0 0 '6 !~u B2 -B I 0 - .!Ec 1 r c ,
I
i ~ i !.E I !.E0 0 - ~tu c.El I 0c c 2 c 3
1
which, for brevity, will be written with partitioned matrices composedof
2 x 2 matrices.
I,
Equating the canponent matrices, the' following transformations result
Al = A
and so
1 i--u
~
c
1 1-uco
o
11
-:]= ~t
i-uc1
i--uc
Also
o
2
(1 u:~.)-~c
o
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which gives the result
... . .: , '1'\.'.,
iE' ro
c :5 ~
or
-~. ',.. i" /h'.O=-Eo c 3 1
The perpendicular, components appear in the transformation of the 2 x 2 Q
matrix.
B' -B' 1 i B2 -B-u2.. 1 c 1
C' = aatJa'g
!E' !E' i 1 !E i- - u. -E.c 1 c ,2 c c 1 c 2
Putting all canponents together
E' ~El -uB ~El 0 B11. 2
E' = ~E2 + 1) uB1 = ~E2 +~ 0 x B22
E' E3 ° E3 u B33
or
and
c
E1= '6(EJ. + u x B)
And, for the magnetic field
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B' ~Bl -uE ¥B1 0 E1.1 2
B' tB . ~ uE1 )'B2 '( 0 E2= -2' = - - x2 2 2c c
B' B3 0 B3 u E33
or
c c
\-- l\~.== B"
and
c V c . E '.
B' .= 0 (B _ u x .)
.J. . -L 2
. c, .
.The approXimations for small ve10ci ties are
. c
Er =E +.u x B
c C
Bt B u x E= - 2, c
In this rwayitis easy to see that, the transformatfonS of -the field
vectors are, a c,~nsequence of 'space-time behavior and they are in complete
h8.rmooy with the transformations of the .other physical entities. The
existence of tWo types'of electric charge, that can neutralize each other
as'far as production of electricf1eld is concerned, made! t possible to
c
dete'ct experimentaJ.l:Y-.terms .of the type u x B ~t stood alone clashing
with the transformations of other entities at a time in which the wrong
transformations were used.
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~R'III
FIELDS IN MAmRIAL .BODIES
3.1 .'Commentson Postulate 5.
'Postulates 1ana. 2 have 'assumedthat the field vectors are tools for
the ,purpose of studying the interaction between charges. The developments
that ~ollowedc~bined, these field' vectors into a single entity, the electro-
magnetic field tensor • This is the.,P~sically significant entity and its
parts, electric and magnetic, are\merely,:,aspects seen by an observer, depend.-
. ' . l;
ing onbis state of"mo~i~... Electric charge"is the source of the electro-
magn,tic field tensor, and the four-~~nt density is the appropriate
enti ty to be used in the equati()ns that define the tensor. The necessity of
using the mathematically defined four-current density arises tram the fact
, 'I -'. >~", , '.
that the re~ative motionibetweencharge and observer,affects the aspects as
;1~een by the,.'observer'.'"It"'is ;~clear,.' then, /'tll,at:,thet~e-~mensional :current
density: and magnetic'f'ieldf~' due~i.to ,reJ.8.t1vistic; effects.: In add! tion,
.' '-,,>': . '" ~ '", .~' .,,,,~ ,. :,>, -"~'>'. '. c, ..,,.,.'; t'. "_"~.
the"c~pe~ial struqture,~~of:;space~,:ti~,~vele.d:,by.~e'~:pri:p.ciple. of relatiy1ty
,j' ': ,'. ",", ," 0", • , .. "'," ,", ". ,~ , ,',' .... .' • •
makesl~rge density ap.d:'electri~; field4epend.;.on',reJ4tive: motion"aiso. It
: ~-"i. " ':; J'.' ~:"._ '~',,' ..•. ...'~. '.~~;' ~"_,,,' . -,- ,;," "',.',~ • :.".
then: seems,~natUral'to conSider electric, c~ge;as~' the: onlYp~sical cause
..: ',' .- .. ' , , ' • ,~
of, the .electranagne'i;j.c,field:tensol<;\o;.Cons~quent~".tthe"inte~ction between
.. ~~.. . --<. ' • ' ~ ',' •• -.~>..' ~- , . . ..~-:.~~..,*. , ~,' , .-.".... ~
material bodie~"and.;'electromagnetic..fields ,bas tOibe"attributed to the con-
,: ,'. , -" "'" 'I : ,-' ~~',.. '~.'" • ...i '. ,- " ',' ..... t
stitutive, charges of. the material. If: '8.nYother,constituent is assumedto
take part in this .interaction, then this would ~equ1re a mod1fication of
Maxwellr s equat~ons in vacuo in order to account for the influence of this
additional constituent as far as fields are,; concerne4".
Fromthe previous developmentit seemsalmost unavoidable to assume
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that ani different constituent wouldhave to be described ,by a different
associated field. This is the point of view followed here. In other words,
it, is assumedthat the only source ,of electromagnetic field is electric
charge~' Or ,equivalently, the electromagnetic field is the o~ entity
necessary to describe the interaction betweencharges. These essentially
are the considerations ,~hat led to' Postulate 5.
In considering the, interaction between,materials and electranagnetic
f~elds~, the internal binding betweenthe charges assum.esspecial importance.
This binding is closely connectedto the structure of matter and cannot be
investigated by the macroscopictheorr developedhere. It dependson the
interplay between,the'fact that charge exists in discrete portions and the
princ1pleofexclusion, and thus is strictly under the scope of a microscopic
theory, requiring ,a quantummechanicalapproach. The amountof information
that can be obtained by the macroscopicapproach, however,is sufficient
justification'for its use.
The inf'luenceotthe internal binding has to be recognized, however,
"
and.assumedto be,according to experimental evidence. This does not imply
interaction with the electranagnetic field but onJ¥ a different kind of
interaction betweenthe elements of ,matter superimposedon the electric
interaction.
Three different processes are recognized in practice.
(a) Conduction. Nobinding exists, only a kind ot viscous effect
associated with the motion of charges. Thesewill be displaced, reaching
static' equilibrium o~ whenthe field is annulled.
, .
(b) Polarization. This process implies internal binding, and static
equilibrium is reached whenbalance exists betweenthe electric ,forces and
the 'binding forces.
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Magnetization. This process '1sattributed 'in' tbisapproacb to
interxiai: cUrrents and,agai.n,. blnd:f:ng'forces .haveto be assumedbecause
equilibrium is' reached:for fin! te 'values of' the interDaJ.:"fields~The exist-
ence of constant -magnetizationimplies losslesslnternal currents' in this
process. ",'
3.,2.""'Polarization-magnetization Tensor'
,Conduction,'beirig associated'withfree charges, is conveniently handled
by 'consIdering"current densities and charge densities because they,will be
displaced by 'the' electroma.gnetic fields, no other mechanismbeing involved.
Polarization and magiletization can 'best be characterized by different
entities, 'fromwbich the internal current and charge densities can be derived.
These entities are 'polarization and magnetization vectors. It will be shown
that',they can beccmbined into afour-dimensionaJ. tensor. The influence of
'motion:in these enti ties ~esu1ts iJJDDediatelyfrom the transformation laws
91' current and Chargedensities. This is one of',the advantages of the
approachwhich'follows from postUlate 5'. In addition, there is no possibility
of ambiguities aboUtthe significanceot-the field'vectors inside materials,
since these 'materials are considered merely 'ssaggregatesof' charges. Thus,
E and B'retain ,their original- significance as -they did in.regions occupied
bY-charges..: Theywill still be the vectors 'to be used in calculating the
force -per un!t volumeon ,the net charge at a Siven point •.
As will be seen in the development, polarization and. magnetization find
theirult1mate justification in establishing a functional local tie (that
characterizes the material) betweenthe entities used in Maxwell's equations
as generalized 'to materials.' The f'unct:Lon8J.relation betweenpolarizati6n
, '
and -magnetization-is' generaJ.ly.veryccinplex,nonlinear,aDd even dependent
on the past"history of the material. However,it may be assumedthat a
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condition of. neutrality. can be:..reached.bY:,the' application of.some:.convenient
field.,. This means,that, :in..the case of.polarized:materials, it is possible
to' write,
where the index 0 indicates.:this particular neutral state. Fran~ ,.~. . -- ""'" ,
where
there follows
where't1 is'the'time under consideration and to the'time at which the- -
material wa~ neutral. Consequen'tly,'
Polarization may then be 'defined as
2: P = -V. Pi,1 ,
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I~':may-be.::saidtbat 1>.' is a three-dimensional vector whosedivergence gives
the' net •.charge density at" a given"instant and:at a given.point. in the-material.
Its.imporlance arises tran ~he tact that net charge density is the o~
pertinent quantity in the alteration of the fields.
Fran the definition it is immediately seen that
that is, the partial derivative of Pis also important in altering the fields •
. .The circulating currents that producemagnetization are obviously
\
excluded from,these definitions, because for them
V. j ,= 0" k
HoWever,thi's condition allows them-to be expressed by
, J '.,-= 'V'x A...._ k -It
which allows the folloWing to be written.
c'2:' jk = V xM = MV
k -\
c _
whereMis thethree-..d1mensionalantisymmetric magnetiza.tion tensor and Mis
its canplementarythree-dimensional vector ~
These defi nitions maY be put in four-d1n1ensionalform, as follows
;,
where J and p. are the net current and charge densities due to the polariza-m m
i'1'on8.nd magnetization. This showsat once that
is a tour-dimensional tensor, obviously antisymmetric.
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'3.}<;Maxwellr s .EquatioIisfor Materials
As~'already :stated, -postulate 5' reduces the study 'of materials to the
'case of fields due to charges, as'in vacuo. Consequent~, the sameequati ons
apply, 'Withthe only addi ti on that the total current density should be used.
In general, it:is convenient'to keep the boundcharges and currents separated
fran the unboundcharges.
The first equation is then written
B i J. Jm--E1 c
= +
J.Lo !E 0 icp iCPmc t
where the first four..d1mensional)current density refers to unboundcharges
aIld',the,second-to processes"involving binding (polarization and magnetization).
:N'0alteratione?dsts, inthe,,_secondMaxwellequation
, 1'c--Ec
c
B V
= 0
Intrcx1u.c1ilgM 8.nd 'j? in place OfJm and Pm' there follows
1
--E V J McB
Maxwell's equations: have to be supplementedby the functional relations
between fields and magnetization, po1ar1zat~onm;w. c0n£.1uction,in order :to
determine the, field entities. This relation is generally established by
measurementsin conveniently simplified cases whichmake Maxwell's equations
particularly easy to "solve. These are generaJJ~y\stationary' body'cases.
Considerable simplification ,~anbe achieved by a slight modification
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of.,t~~~q~:t:J.ons•.
(!.. - M)~o
o =
j
icp
which, by"the.definitions
B
- - M = H~o
CE+P=Do
may be rewritten as
~:t-i~ ~J= ~:J
Accordingto the point 'of view'followed in' this inv~stigation, l! and ~ appear
as convenient mathematical entities' having the unboundcharges as sources.
The relation characterizing the boundprocesses can be considered to exist
directly betweenthe fields and the l! and ~ quantities. In this sense,
vacuumcan be considered as a particular case of materials characterized by
the well-known'single linea:r relat10n between!! and !!, and ! and ~.
The transformations pertinent to ~ and !! result directly ..fran their
character as canponents of a tensor. Rewnting
M
! (-c~ )c t
then, by analogy wi ththe electranagnetic field tensor
-c~' = -c~
II . "
•• •
. . pI = ~(p _ ~)
J. J.. 2c
c.. ,c.
M:, :::'M"
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c c
•• ~ = 1) (M.L + VX p)
The. approximate relations for small velocities are
c c,
M' = M + v x P
Rewriting" the H-Dtensor as
.H
"0'
there follows"
•• •
.",
• •
and
c c. · . H:. = H"
c c
•• H~ = "(HJ. - v x. D)
These relations are approximated at smallveloci ties by
c C
HI = H - v x D
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3.4 Physical Interpretation of the Influence of Motion
The four-dimensional formulation gives equations which complywith
relativity. Onthe other hand, it obscures someof the intuitive meaning
usually attached to the different entities. In addition, the relative
velocity of the materials is not explicitly indicated. It is thus interest-
ing to look at the intui ti ve three-dimensional aspect of the field equations
showingexplicitly the influence of motion. For clarity, the following will
be restricted to the approximate equations. In addition, material entities
will be introduced in the form usually encountered in experimental measure-
ments. These entities are usually measuredwith the material at rest, i.e.,
in the rest frame of the material.
Calling !. the velocity with respect to the observer of a body at a
giyen point, and indicating the rest quantities by an index E,J the approximate
transformations for the observer's frame are
j • vo
P = Po + 2
c
c c
M=M -vxPo 0
c
vxM
p = P + 0o 2c
Consequently,
coeM x v)oat
and
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• v
In the left side of these equations are the field vectors as seen by
the observer and in the right hand side the material entities as measured
with the material at rest. This is the way in which the material entities
are intui tively pictured and understocxl. The terms involving the velocity
of the material at a given point can then be thought of as apparent material
entities resulting from the motion of the material with respect to the
observer.
3.5 Material Constants
Even though the above equations clearly show the physical meaning of
the material quantities with respect to their effect in prcxlucing fields
when the material is in motion, their usefulness is severely limited. This
follows, because the material entities used are prcxluced by fields in the
rest frame of the material. They would be very useful for the case of
permanent magnetization and polarization, i.e.} in the cases in which these
entities can be considered as being independent of the fields, and given as
known quantities. In general, this is not the case, and the polarization,
magnetization and current and charge densities appear simply as convenient
ways of establishing the characteristics of the materials.
It is then usual~ better to establish the alterations that motion
introduces in these characteristic equations. This will be done now for the
simple case of homogeneous and isotropic materials in which they can be
characterized at a given point at rest by constants.
The characteristic relations will then be written in the rest frame as
P = K£Eo 0
and
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B
M 0_,_. o,_-=-y-<
o I-LO m
where-~ is the 'usual electric susceptibility, ~ut ~ isusedinst~ad ,of :the
usual magnetic- susceptibility, in '9rder to .ma.intain, symmetry and to ccmp1y
.withthe'point .of ',view that!! 'is producing' the .forces that 'separate charges
and cUrrents. - There follows-
or
On the other hand
and thus';
For the -magnetization
BOil' . BI,M=M =-=-u 0" "K II Ie....om. "'0-1n'
\
or
, -B
"Mil = Ie- J.Lo~1n
In addition
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B..1.
M. = t(M - v x P ) = ~ (..2-K- v x Eo REft'>• OL 0 ~O m 0 W~
11. 1 2 (' 1
= ~o .[~ +~(1 - ~2) ]B.l - )' Co K + Km,)V x E
p = 4>[KE + (X +~)v xB]
and
These\equations showthat in first approximationthe state of motion
J
of a material does not alter its characteristic constants but introduces a
newdependenceof. polarization on B aDd of magnetization onE in addition to
' .. ' .' '. I - --
the explicit dependenceon.!_
I~ preferred,. the relati?nB may 'be expressed in terms of the relative
pe~ttivity .~ and ~he. relative permeability ~_
The rest frame relations are
and B = ~ uRo 0-0
For an element of material with velocity !.
D" = Do...= [olEon III (olE..
or
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v x H l B
D = ~(D - 2 oJ.) = "tE E:E. - - v x ~.J. OJ. . .0 .. O..l 2 IJ. IJ.c c 0
Cons.equently
(2 r2 -1 2 1D. = E. ( 'l5 £ ~ , )EJ. + ~ (E. - -)v x B].
-&. 0 . IJ.' J.I. '.
For.the magnetic fields
~. :.{ , ~.,: .,
B = B = 1t .. U' = II ..17
It OU ""0""'"0" .""o~"
ox:.
In addition
2 . '.. 2 v .' v x 1I.L.
= l' 1.1 J,1(H.L - v x Di) +.~ 2 x (DJ.' + 2)
o cl£. c
o
or •.;;
The approximate relations are
and
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Here again the effect of motion is to introduce a'mixeddependence non-. • ~ .
existent for the case of stationary material.
The only case that remains to be examinedis that of conductors. The
rest frame relation is.
j =<JEo 0
and from this there follows
In addition
JII = ¥(J011 + Pov) = l<TEOll ~ ¥'PoV. .
Therefore
or
. 0- . .
j" = T E" + pv
,Thefollowing approximate.relation results
J = <1'(E + v x B) + pv
"~I' .
Noparticular newteatureappears in this result, because the term
v x Bwas recognized as ~ecessa.ryto explain experimental results even though
it created many ditf'icuJ.ties in the class~c8J. theory.
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CHAP'lER IV
,FORCESANDENERGYINMATERIALS
4.1 Stress-Energy Tensor
'Thedevelopmentso far has been restricted to the calculation of the
fields and to the investigation of the influence of motion on them. Essen-
t1a.lly,-fieldswere considered as tools to be used for the determination of
forces on charges. It is well known that the existence of wavesand the
associated f'inite'velocity of propagation of' this action strengthened con-
siderably the belief' in a contiguity action. In this sense the fields acquired
a pbysical ..-meaningthat. transcended their meaning.as mathematical tools. If
this p~sical meaningis actua.lly related to sametrue state of space-time,
then fo~ces should be transmitted along the fields througI:lsurfaces. Mathe-
~tiea.lly, .this meansthat instead of' calculating the total force on a body
(or part of' it) by integrating f'orce density- over the volume, it should be
.,
possible to obtain the sameresult by integrating a tensi on over the surface
of' that volume. Ona differential point of view this meansthat it should
be possible to f'ind a tension, the divergence of' which is the force density.
This is the aim of the following development, 'Whichrepeats well-known
calculations in order to point out the dif'fe'renees in point of view due to
the, postulates assumedhere • That the f'ield entities used here are the usual
ones is shownby the f'aet that the usual~Maxwell' s equations were obtained
for materials. The differences should then be due to postulate 5 •
. Considering the f'orce on the total charge and current at a given point,
there f'ollows
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f B - !E jtotC
= = FJtoti, !'E-p 0 iCPtotC C t
Recalling the first four-dimensional Maxwell's equation
1 ' '
- FD= Jt t1-10 0
there "follows
,[ fJ" 1 ''. = - F(FO) = [fi]i lJ.o' ..-p
C
In index notation this may be written
, ".' "_h ~...".". "~~ - h ~ t(FM;k) _:;J J'
. fi - J.1
0
~j kFij' -1-1
0
~j'k - , " . Fjk. , ,
In order to obtain a d1vergence, the second.term has to be modified. Thus
The term in :parenthesis can be simplified by the use of the second four-
'" . . C '
dimensional Maxwell's equations. Since this equation involves !" the sum
referred to has to be written
c c.~~:~:;+:~~
Where,i, j,'k, ~ is an even permutation of 1, .2, 3, 4. The.anti symmetry.
C
ot ! allows the following transtormationto be..m8de:.
, C C c ' C. I c.', . C C:;J+~ ~::-e+~~+:~~.:~+~1~ 4 ~m-£ - :i~
Due to the second tour-dimensional Maxwell's equation
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c
FO= O'
which, written in index notation, is
c
~ OFm-l~ ax = 0
m m '
there follows that
whichgi Yes
This may now be substituted into the ,force .~ensity 'equation, giving
1 , . [O(F~F jk) '1 0 ~' ~fi =;-'2:.. ~ .. - '4 ~ Jik (F.-tmFmj,)
. o. jk, "'Jt '. ',m
where 61k is the Kronicker delta. In matrix notation this equation is
written ' ..
[~fpJ= ~o [FF - ~ {Tr(FF) J 14] 0
. 1
:where Tr(FF) stands for ~hetraceot, the matrix (FF) •
In order to obtain a better visualization, the three-dimensional
;enti ties will be introduced.
B
. 1--E Bc
]'F=
!E 0, !Ec t c t
,l'--Ec
o
=
, 1',
BB + 2 EEt. c
'!'.E'B'
c t
1
- - BEc
1.. E.E2 't-:-
c
,_ ., . .. ' " ". ' .. ', " , c
which can be put ,in 'a more cammonform' by the use 'of J! in place of J!.
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Recalling that
and
c
EtB = -EtBt = - (BE)t = - (E x B)t
and, in addition,
cc c c
BB.= BBt,.' BtBI,
there follows
FF a,
cc 1 c C
(BBt + -2 EE . - B -BI )t t 3c.
i . C
- - (E XB). c t
1 c
- - (E x B)
C '.
It is immediately seen ~t
and, thus,
f
1=-
J.1o
1.-pc
c
~"! (E x B)c t
i c
- - (E x B)c .
or, in slightly different notation
-16'..
f
where
=
c
i B- - (E x-)c J.1o t
c
-! (E x!L)c IJ.o
w
v
c c
BtB EtE
W'= -2 '.+ e -2 = energy density of the field
J.1 0 -.o
The tensor on the right is t~ four-dimensional stress-energy tensor, which
1s';'obviouslysymmetric. It may'bewritten as
i--8c
e =
-!.8 W. c t
is the three-dimensional Maxwellstress-tensor of the field, and
is the Poynting vector_of the field.
This form of Poynting's vector is usuaJ.ly recognized as Poynting's
vector for- vacuo." In -the approach.adoptedin this investigation it describes
the energy flow to be charged to the field in general. This does not mean
that it will give the total energy flow at a given point, since other energy
flovs mayexist inside a material as the next section will shOVe
"'-'-ft
4.2 Physical Interpretation of the stress-Energy Tensor
The four-dimensional equation fortbe torce'density can be written as
two tbree-dimensi ona1 equations
o (sf = 0\7- ~ -)at 2c
and
", ...
•~..
Owp=-V.S-'dt
The last. equati'on" when,'wri tten'- as"
shows.that"the .decrease-in energy-density of the field at a given point is
equal to the powerE' plus the divergen~e ot~. Consequently, ~ gives the
floW'of energy per un1t surface in the field, except for a solenoidal vector.
-
Whetherl? has to be considered as storage of energy in the material or not
d~p~nds on the particular case at hand, and will be discussed later.
The first equation, 'Whenwr1 tten as
crV=(>f"+"~'i(S 2)-
c
shows iib8.t.S!c2':haS to 'be considered 8s:e:'manentum per unit volume, except
for a vector .constant in time~ This strengthens the interpretation of ~ as
an ,energy flow (exc~pt nowfor. a time invariant solenoidal vector) due to
the equivalence of'mass and energy'.I..... ~~., . < .I.'~ . . '!' • .." •. , .. J. ." .' ~
The~ force: de~sity.~obta1ne~,. by t~~ ~,qua1!ion .
f ' ,0 (8,),"='(J'l- dt" 2 "
c
... '\.,..". .
1s,' the tor~e: acting on the t~tal' net charge and current at the g1ven point,. ,- . , .
irrespective of whether or not there is material at this point. The different
• t .: .
-parts o:f.:.it.can ';-De:u.nderstood.by',wn ting .it ..in .tenDs .of the material quan-
tities
.. ~
'c c OP c c c
~. = E (p + Pm)+ (j. + jm) x B = pE - (\/. P)E + j x B + dt x B + (V x M) x B
c
The terms ,E!and j x B give the force On the unboundcharge and current, and
the others give force on the net boundcharge and. current. It should be
noticed that the force's required to separate charges and. currents in the
pr'ocesses,.otpolarization .and.,magnetizationare not explicit here, since
they are intrinsically included in the establishment of the fields. The only
'.. .' '; _:' ' .. . .':' ' ...:.~
appare~t forces are thene~ resultant forces which cannot be balanced.by
these ~nternal processes and have to be balanced...by inertia. 8nd internal
st~ss of the material. These reactions will be discussed later.
. .
Thedifferent parts .of the powerR,C8ll be UDderstoodby writ1ng its
expression in terms of the material quantities
The..term E • j is the powerfed. into the free charges. .It may be put into
kinetic energy in increasing the speed of the charges (convective part) or
into joule heat in the conduction curren:ts. Whetherthis last is stored in
• I '.
the material or flovs out as heat depends on the thermoclyna.m1ca.lconditions.
It will be stored if the proces.fI is adiabatic.
. .
The term E • (OP/at) is associated with the polarization processes,
and again 'Whetherit is stored or not depends on the type of material and
on the type of thermoc1Ynamicafco~ tions. For ~ossless processes it is
.stored .in the internal mechanism.that binds .the charges together. In lossy
• .' ... ,'. . ',. , : \ • ". '. -.. ' • .' :•. , ,.' < .... - -,;. ,~. ... ~ t
processes" part of 1t is transformed into heat, which JDay be partly s~ored
•.~;.~. 9,. [,.,,!',.' ~. ",'" •. j, '. '''.'' '.-i' ;' .~~ •• -,: ~,.
with an increase of temperature and partly carried awayby thermal conduction.
c
The'same cOIl.~ide.rat1.ons.,appJ.y.:toi;he :term E ,. ('\7X.M)", ~~~pt for ..t1;>:e
c
foll,owing..additiona! remarks. The existence of time invariant !1 in materials
c c
implies that ~ x M refers to lossless currents. Consequent~, if E • (\7 x M)
c
1= 0, then!;!' is time varying.
c
.. ,But':a.change in M impli~~ motiono.f c~ents. In .fact, ~he internal
currents, being solenoidal, may be pictured as closed tUbes, and since• '-~ ",r: " ',', ~- ~ .".,' .'.; .') ; .'.' .' ".. -". . .
1 (\7:~)dS=f~' a.t
...... . ,.c'.o ,..' "
a .cbanging .M means a change'in the current .interlinked with a closed. path
c
~ ,"that is, motion into or out of -t . Onthe other' hand, for E.' (V x M)
~; 0 there' is a field canponent along these currents ~ theref'6re, these
currents have a power'content. In other Words, there is an 'energy transport
by the motion of these: currents. This can be pu~ in eVidence by applying
the"forJintla
~ c C .C
\7. (E x M) = M • "(v x Ef - E • (v x M)
from; whl Ch
c C c
E • (V x M) = M • (V"x E) - V. (E x M)
The first term may be transformed with the aid of
c
, 'OB
'\7xE = - 'dt
and, thus
c
'. '. C . c.OB, c
E • (V x M) = - M • dE - V.' (E x M)
~ .. ~'-'~'.~ c'"
showing that E x Mis an energy flow per unit area •
•' >.-i- .-$-'-''''' __ ; * 'l
This reasoning is not a proof of the validity of this interpretati on,
..- ~ .' J>.
but ratber" a, plausibili tyargument 'stemming.tran the desire to~'obtain"the:':
usua1,'f'ormotP'oyntiiJg.t's,.theorem',.Intact, ,the powerequation may'. nowbe
written
that is,
c c c
E' j + E • ~ (p f eoE) + (~ - M) ~ + 'V' [E x (!.. - ~)] = 0~o 1J.0
'c
Or.i "bY'.i~troducing.the,vectors. !! 'aDd '.!!
cem c em, c
E •. .1 .+.E .d't+ ID". d't+'V .• (E x,H) = 0
It 'is important to notice here that this result was obtained-without. any
hypothesis' 'about' the' Cbaracteristicrelations of .the materials. Therefore,
tlU:s 'is 'a"perfectly general result. On the other hand, the powerE • (em/at)
is here to be thought of as composed01' two parts: the tield part
-,. ...
E. • [0(6 E)'l!ot and the material part (storage in the internal binding
L •. ; /~. 0.. . , c c
mechanism)E • (aP/at). The sameapplies to H • (OB/at), which is canposed
of the field part
c c
B em.di1J.0
and the material part
cc OB
- M • dt
In the sameway, ~:beenergy flow per unit area contains two parts:
:c. ,.' . . . c
E' x' (B/v.. )' due'.to~the field' and - 'E"x M 'pertaiDing to the material. It is
.0 '
impo~t t~ notice that 'these 18st.inte~ret8.t10~ "are valid' foradiaba:tic
',processes" othemse',part. of the ,'energy,storages in, the materials ',hSs,to 'be
',:;conSidered'as heat flow•
It is also very important to notice that even for adiabatic processes
in movingmaterials I the fact that, the binding mechanismis carried .'.by them
: . . , , " . " ~.. . .' ~ c . ' " ..... ..,'
'makes'the energy flow different fromE x M. It will be shownlater .how:this
ca~~ can be handled. These considerations are mentioned here to showthat,
according to the point of view taken here I the usual form of Poyntingt s
.theorem has ,to 'be considered' as. restricted to stationary bodies.
, '(10)4.3 Canparisonwith the Usual Stress-Energy Tensors
The stress-energy tensor obtained differs fran the tensors formulated
in the past for the ca,se of ma:ter;i.als,~Apart fran the differences in the
space-time parts I both Minkowskit s and Abraham's tensors have the samespace-
space and time-time part. These parts are Maxwell t s three-dimensi onal stress
tensor for materials and energy storage in fields in materials as usually
used. It is the purpose of this section to investigate the reason for the
• l .,. .~~ ...... _.. I" ,.' ~.
differences obtained here. Canparisons will be mademainly with Minkowdi' s
tensor, which is the most.accepted.
As shownin Ref'. 10I this tensor is obtained by starting wi. th Maxwellt s
equation in the form
(JO=J.
c
FD= 0
where
,and
icD1,'oj
~ t',.
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Then'the "following' four-d.imetisi'obalveetor"1:s" calcUlated
""'~"f'I']. = FJ. = F(GO)
i' .
- pI
C
. '. .
~cco~ng to the point of view adopted in this work, this four-dimensional
.~ ".,
vectox:..gives the force ~ power denai.ties acting on the unbound char~es and
c\1rrents, and does not include force and power densities acting on polarized
. . '. . - ~
and magnetized materials. The same type of mathematical deductions shown in
s~c .~.J. can ~~ be f'Oll~ up t:the po1n~ of' obtaining(J.Ol
I - ~ [O(Ft£:kl _! ~ Jfi - ~ 2 ox:- Gkjj,k i
For the case o~ media With f and ~ independent of position (homogeneous
thi s can be written
..' f'i= ~. [O(~Gjk) _~
where
fl
=
i ,. c
- C (E x H)t
c
- ic(D x B)
w.
The above tensor will .~n1Ygi ve the forces on the unbound.charges and currents
as).wasalready said, and will give zero internal,. forc~s..in hanogeneous
.polarized and magnetizedmaterials, even tor cases in whichV. P ~ 0 and
c
'\7x M~O. This obviously follows fran thedetinition'ot fr. The power
density equation will give the usual. Poynting's theorem-in which field and
material's binding mechanismstorages and flows are -lumpedtogether.
The sametensor"is. then assumedfor the case of non-hanogeneousmaterials,
by the folloring' reasoning. (10)
1" = ~ P'l(F*k) _ 1 Cl(F~Gkj)l , +""'" G F :kj+ 1 :tk
i . it' l '4 i"j it L'4 jk i '4 i .Gk.1
- ~ :~k Gk~
wbichmaybe rewrittenas
1'i +L: f~ :tk Gkj - Fjk :kjl= 2: 4- rFiPjk - ~ >' (~mGmJJ]jk L i i J . . jk ""1t L .. Tiii'
This then is postulated to be the four-dimensional force'density in
materials. It is apparent that this is equivalent to postulating
1'1 = fL: (:Jk ~kJ - Fjk :k.1)jki '.' i
as the four-dimensional.torce' density in the 'interior of non-banogeneous
materials, slncefI is the four-dimensional force density in the unbound
charges. In particular,' it will give the tensions at the surfaces of dis-
continuitiese It is 'then clear that the use of Minkowski's tensor is con-
tradictory to postulate 5 and implies a ditterent interpretati on of the inter-
action betweenmaterials and the electrauagnetic field.
Even though the difference betweenthe space-time parts is difficult
to verify experimentally (as it is for the difference betweenAbraham'sand
MinkowsId.'s tensor), the differences in the space-space Parts, on the contrary ~
do not seem to be diff'icult. to verify.experimental.ly. In fac~, thi~. veri-
f'ication can be madeby a measurement_ot deformations in stati~ fi~lds.
No.difterence) exists between .the total forces. acting on,.a body in. vacu<>.,
because .the result of the integration over the volume of the body has to be
equal to .the-integral of the tensor over a bounding surface in vacuo. Since
in vacuo H= B/JJ..and D = £, E, the results coincide for both tensors. On ,',o 0
the,other'ha.nd, the internal stresses are different, thus giving different.
resultant strains .,Tbismeasurement will decide whether or not postulate 5
is adequate.
4.4. Inertial Reaction
The previous section developed the force with which the field acts on
materials and: showedthat it can be calculated directly fran the fields with-
out 8DYaddi ti'onal entities •.: These f'orces will act on the materials prcx1ucing
defonnations and motion. Equations are necessarY to establish' the connection
'between.the' field forces and the motion ,and. deformations pr~uced.:
These equations, will intrcx1uce the, reaction of the materi,als as inertial
and elastic forces, and the equil1b~~umbetween these passive reaction forces
and the active forces of the field will establish the state of motion and
,deformation.of the; body'- In order .tounderstapd the inertial ~action, in its
simplest ;form, the f'ollowing:,development.,will. neglect the internal,stresses;
.that.is, this. section~ll be: restricted to the scr-called incohere~~ mat.:ter.
,'At;'a late~ :stage,:relastic. stresses ,will be introduced and, fina:p .y,. energy
-flow.in. the materials will be' considered.
.. Twokinds of mass densities,"may.be. de~ned, the usual mass density
. . (,
.. ""','"
as the mass per unit volume, and the rest-mass density
dDi), . 0
. (r.= .6V
as the'. rest-mass per unit volume.: In the rest frame these becane. equal,
.om
~o = ~ro = dV0
. .' .. 0
Since.'
Om = '(Omo
and
dV = '1&V "o
There follows
which shows that
The inertial effect is contained in the right hand side of the following
equation
Wh1ahfor,an element.of volume 6v takesthe.form
or
Onthe other hand, the equation
becomesin the restf'rameof' the element
but
'7 • v = [V to 0 0
so that the above may. be wr:I:tten
d(Jv) , [~
dt ~ Vt
Consequently, the' force-density equation may be written
arid,'
.... l~VJ[Ui] .. .
icr.~
Transforming the first term of' the second member
._i' •• _~J: ..
'~'87;
ti= ~ t(~i) ~k + ~oUi~J
= ~. ~ (~oUiUk)
which gives
rtJ PVVtiC~ 1rV]L~p = ~~'Vt - ~c1~4 .
Recognizing that 'v ,is the 'momentum,per, .unit volume
\v = g
and, iran the equivalence between. mass and energy, that ;~c2 is ~he energy
density
\c2,= h
this equati on may be written
[~tJ= ~~t ~C:]GJ
This four-dimensional equation is equivalent to the two following three-
dimensional "equationS;
f = {gvt)V' + ~
wbichsays'thatthe force density iEJthe source of manentumdensity, and
p = V .(hV)+'~
which says that the powerdens1~y.is the source of energy density. For a
closed system these equationS imply the conservation of manentumand the
conservation of energy.
The first equation also implies the conservation of a.ngular manentumin
a closed system, due,'to' the symmetryof the space-space part of the tour-
dimensional inertia tensor. In order to see this, the first equation may be
written
2:
j
Consequently
Therefore
Due to the mentioned.s~try, the J.8st term is zero. The quantity
i~. ~~~niZed ~~ the manent of. the torce density, and
~gi - x~~ = JIkL
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as the angular m~ntum density. The equation may then be written
meaning that the momentof force density is the source of angular momentum
densi ty. For a closed system this implies the conservation of angular manentum.
For this to hold in any reference frame, it is necessary that gv t be
symmetric in any reference frame, and this can be true only if the four-
dimensional tensor is symmetric. There follows
which again shows the equivalence between mass and energy.
It is interesting to see that the four-dimensional inertia tensor could
have been obtained directly from the energy density in the rest frame. In
fact, the only non-zero canponent in the rest frame is the time-time component,
which is the energy density
If a reference frame in which the material has a local velocity!. is nowcon-
sidered, the inertia tensor is obtained by the use of L(-v), because :::.-.:!:. is
the velocity of this frame with respect to the rest frame. Therefore, the
inertia tensor will be obtained by the following calculation.
6 - I - .!.O'v 0 0 I; + ~- I .!. tvI; + 2 vvt c 2 vvt cv v
=
.!.'(v 0' 0 - h - .!.Ov '6c t 0 c t
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~~
!'t~ v0-2- vvt c 0 gvtc
= =
!Q~ v -O~ i- bvcot 0 c t
where
h='6~ and
0
icg
- h
4.5 Internal stresses
In order to describe the complete behavior of materials, the internal
stresses must be considered. These stresses are transmitted through surfaces
and are best handled by means of the stress tensor. Since a surface element
is completely characterized by the vector nds, where ~ is the unit vector
normal to the surface and ds its magnitude, the force transmitted can be
written
where T is obviously a three-dimensional tensor. The total force over the
surface of a given volume is, then
which shows that the local force per unit volume is given by T~ An approp-
riate choice of the sign of T allows the momentumlaw to be generalized to
or
f = (gvt + T)V + i
Since the work per unit time done by these forces is
i iT .VdS "1(Tn) • vdS =1vtTndS ..~ (TtV) • DdS =J "V. (TtV)dV
the corresponding pover.density is V. (Ttv). The powerdensity equation is
then generalized to
or
Combiningthese two equations". the four-dimensional equation of powerand
force density results
icg V.gvt+ T
- h o
.~
=
f
The symmetrycondition gl,ves" in this case
which 'showsthat .stresses contribute to the manentum"not only due to their
contribution to energy density" but also di.rectly through the term Ttv•
." -
It is instructive to look at the transformation from the rest frame.
In the rest frame the stress-energy tensor has the form
, ~ '. I • " '. ,,' . • ,., ~. • " •
whereh is the energy density (including elastic energy) and T is theo 0
stress tensor" which is .knownto be symmetric. In this frame" energy and
stresses can be separated into
In a frame of)reference moving with velocity=...;;t., in which the material has
a velocitY!.ithe.e;nergy part'becanes
ic~
i-lLvc~t
where
and
For the stress part,' thEftransformation is more'canpl1catedj as is shown
below~'
- !~v ,Tc 0 o
=
!~vc '" t o _i~vc ' t
=
which can be put into the form
by ,letting ~'. .. .,;
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, y. ¥-l&r = 2 (TO + 2 vtT v)vc v 0
Therefore
and, since
the following 'law of transformation for the three-dimensional stress tensor
~ ,:' -.. . '-:'": " ',.,' ",.... '; f\,' ::. ' ..' ',;', " ,', . '( ':".. .' ........, .,'_" .." ....... - .. : ',- , '
resul~s.
T = T .> + {¥ - 1) vv T + (~- 1) T vv ..+ (r - 1) (~ - 1) (v T v)vv
o 2 to 2 0 t 4 to tv v v
,whichshowsthat.! is, in generaJ., not symmetric,even thoughTo is.
The following last verification is necessary.
which is in accordancewith the in! tial expression.
IncidentaJ.ly, the case of a non-viscous fluid, in which the stress tensor
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in the rest frame may be ~tten as
\ ,
:(where.p is the internal pressure), is particularly interesting. The trans-
formation,'formula gives
Therefore
which.showsthat the ,internal' ~ressure R. is a four-dimensional scalar.
The interesting point in the ,transformation of the three-dimensional
stress tensor lies" in' the realization that, due to the state of motion, the
" .
stress contributes not only to the energy and mcmentumdensities, but also
directly to the power,fl~. In fact, ~ may:. be c~idered, as an energy
density due to the motion of the surface forces, producing the power flow
~v.'In. addition, there is, a power flow Ttv, and both contribute, to momentum
(as they should) :dueto,the' equivalence of mass and energy.
4.6 Internal PowerFlowand Tensor of Material Reaction
Assumingthe existence of a non-mechanical,power,flow Characterized in
, . ' c
the rest frame by a vector P* (Which may inclUde heat floWandE x M ) this .o ' 0 0
power flow will also contribute to the manentum.,This means that its con-
tribution in the rest frame will be
o
!p*
c ot
!p*c 0
o
Inmo~lon,the contribution is 'j again obtained by a Lorentz transformation,
as shownbelow.
oi p*. C ot
! p*c 0
0, ir- - v ....c t
=
![~ ,+ (2'1 - ¥ - 1) {v p*)v ]c O.ot 2 tot- v
!frP* + (2r ~ ¥ - 1) (v p*),c, 0, 0 2 . t 0
v .
Introducing the definition
h-:',' D' 2 ~ v p*
-p* 2 t 0c
and
1 I [\'.' (2(., ,._ ,~-1) ( )]
. 8p* '= 2 O:[)~+ , 2 .Vt~ v
C : , V
th«! space-space term may be put in the form
_~\.<"~,;, ~: ' <-~: '~'f ~': ." .,,- t, =',-.":, ;, ~
. . ~. .
l' ' , 1 v: ~ 2f.. - 2, ( ) ] 1 [,~ 2f. - y,- 1( ) ]
~ v~= 2- [0 V~t"+o P~t + 2' ,Vt~ vvt - 2 OP~t ~+.. 2 '" Vt~ vvtC 'c ' . " -,v,.' c . v .
which implies
the time-space :term then becanes
-96-..-'~ .....
= ! [p* + 2(~2 - 1) C~ v] = ! [p* + L.v]
c v2 2 ~2 c -ptt
This g1ves~the following form for: the non-mechan1calpower flow.
- 1 p*
~Vt + 2' v. t
c
ic~
-, ~
The final equation,includ.1ng all of the effects may be written in terms of
the reaction tensor:and -the- tensor. due to the field. Thus
, . 1 -
icg V cr !s Vgvt+T+2'vPt - cc
=
! (hv' + vtT +'Pif) -,h 0
i' ' w °4- -sc t t 4 c
where'''the 'total m~ntum density 'is
~"th~ total energy density-is
This four-dimenSional equation embodies the equation of' motion of matter in
an electrf"'88I'eticfie~ ,and the energy equation.
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CHAPrER V
CONCLUDING ':REMARKS
This investigation bas shownthat the ditficulties' in the ~s1s ot
,.t
, electrolnagnetic 'f:ields~~teracting: with inovingbodies essent1aJ.ly fall into
two categories:
(a) MisunderstandiRB;'of the kind of relativity to be Used (even in
first approximat1on)in .~lectrcx1ynamics~"This was due to the commonbeliet
that tor .small. velocities Gallilean relativity could be used instead ot
E,inStein's, reJ.8tivity~. \As a consequence, t:l.mewas> handled'" as a parameter
and .t~ law.of transtormatiOn of the electric tieid had to be introduced as
~\
anexper!merital"'::tactclashing with the laws of transformation of the sources
ot electranegnetic field and maldng electrodynamics inconsistent with
classical meCh8n1cs~
This inves'tigation has '.shownthat Gallilean relativity is not adequate
for/the; es~bl1'~hment ofa se~..of laws ot transformation for the electro-
_t1c:fields 'and;sources,'self-consistent even in first order terms in vie.
It'is nowclear<that time cannot be considered as invariant, and therefore,
care as to be' exerCised.whenreasoning intui t1vely. In order to handle the
situation prope~ly" atew concepts of vector and tensor analysis, employing
the convenient matriX notation, allowed a simple and. clear developmentof
the necessary theory WhileiDaintaining the physical meaningin evidence.
(b) .A111b1gui ties in the definition' of electranagnetic field vectors in
materi~8. HistoricaJ.ly, the influence of materials on".electranagnetic
fields was taken care of by the introduction of parameters (characteristic "1
of the materials) which accounted for the effects measuredat the boundaries.
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Even though'hypotheseswere advancedabout the' electric origin of these
parameters, these hypotheses.were not ,used for the determination of internal
, ',' ,
force"and energy densities. These force and energy densities were obtained
fran ener~conservation and v:irt~ wor~principles which, strict~ speak-
ing, accounted'~,for the' integrated effects., The understanding of the
, .
behavior of the field vectors at the surfaces of separation betweenmaterials
and vacuumallowed a definition of. these vectors inside materials by the use
• < ,
of appropriate,cavities,_ wb1~ obs,cured"still moretheir role as force,-
producing entities •. These amb.iguitieswere removedin this investigation
by postulate 5, whichallowed not only a clear interpretation of the influ-
ence of motion, but ,also gave a very straightforward procedure for handling
. \". ,
forces and energies.*
An experimental investigation is nownecessary in order to verify the. .
adequacyof this last postulate. Should this postulate not be valid, still
the, situation is nowclear enoughfor an und~r~tandingof where the diffi-
culty lies." There is no reason to believe that essentiaJ.ly the samemethod
of approach cannot be used for handling the developmentafter, a convenient
rr\ ~ ;.
modification of postulate 5.
It seemsthat, in this case, a newsource of fields has to be considered
in addition. to the electric charge. A decision has to be then madeabout
1;hepossibility of the use of electranagnetic fields for the description of
, '
the interaction betweenthese newsources, or the .possibility of introducing
. ..' ' . . .
a corresponding.newfield. This las~ approach is ,felt as being the better,
even th~ the :mo~diffic~t, since .~s in~sti~tion seemsto strengthen
'*Thisseemsto be th~ sameprocedure followed by Professor L. J. Chuin his
recent investigation(16) with a. different postulate about the sources of the-
electrcmagnetic field and a convenient moc11f1cationof ~.orentz force.
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the belief tba~ ele~tranagneticl field is purely an aspect of _charge inter-
.. ~ . .. . .'" . -. • . .
action.
~- .'
In any case,_~he_neat and straightforward approach afforded by the
notati~ and me~hod.,f0:Uowed.here seems to be. ~s. important as the results
achieved (if not more.so); specially considering the amount.of additional
I : • .;' , •
i~ormat10~ .put.,within the reach of the engineer by its use.
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